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The main topic of this third AQUALOG reference book on the cichlids of Africa is the genus

Aulonocara. These splendid fishes, known in English-speaking countries as Malawi Peacocks, are

amongst the most magnificent and beautiful fishes in the world. Their glorious colors, their relatively

peaceful nature, their small body size, and their interesting behavior, are combined by Mother

Nature to make the members of this genus ideal aquarium fishes. In African Cichlids III all the

species of this genus known to science, as well as their numerous geographical variants, plus some

species not yet scientifically described, are illustrated to a level of completeness never before

achieved. In addition, this volume also presents all the species and variants of the genera

Alticorpus, Lethrinops, Taeniolethrinops, and Tramitichromis, as well as the variants of the species

Astatotilapia calliptera that live in the Lake Malawi. With 128 pages, hardcover, and over 470

brilliant color photos, another achievement for breeders, dealers, and hobbyists interested in African

Cichlids.
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This is the standard for what it is - a great photo book on a specific group of fish. That group is the

Lake Malawi Peacocks and they are beautiful! The hobby tries to maintain the scientific names as

they are more exact than the passing names some stores may apply and this book adheres to that

tradition. You learn where the variations come from and can better compare the different variations

of given species. For an enthusiast in peacocks, they already know the value of this book. For

someone who just likes wildlife, this may be an eye-opener. It's great!



For anyone that loves peacock cichlids you do need this book on your shelf. Don't expect there to

be any valuable written information as this is largely a picture book and the photos are very helpful

for identification purposes, including information of where the varieties are collected from the lake.

The book does include a few hybrid photos, but you will be disappointed if you are keen to see all

the more recent hybrid fire fish and dragon blood colour morphs.

This was purchased for my brother who raises fish and has a number of aquariums. He said it was

fabulous - had a great deal of info. Wonderful book for this interest.

All the Aqua log books are great ! a little pricey but you get what you pay for , they are great , buy

used and get them all

Excelent very good documentation an nice pictures; we recomended this book.

Excellent book on cichlids, a bet technical for the average hobbyist. The whole series of books are

great. I would recommend for the serious fish keeper.

This book is only pictures

All of the Aqualog books are excellent value, although they are not particularly cheap. They are full

to the brim with first class colour photographs and to reproduce these in a book is an expensive

process. Whether they are about African Cichlids or some other species of fish they are the most

comprehensive identification books you can buy. They never become dated because as new fish

become available to the aquarist trade the books are updated. There is not a lot of literature on

African cichlids so this book is invaluable.They do not deal with the basics of fish keeping, there are

many and varied books that do that. They are in the main a fish identification encyclopaedia and

nothing more. But for those aquarists who are particularly interested in a single species they are

indispensable.
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